OFFICE OF THE DEAN

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION
Chair (App'd from Instructional Positions)

Secretary II, SR 14, #17304

Instructional Positions (6.50)
FT: #82006, 82075, 84353, 84402,
84437, 85054, 85196 (0.50)

CHART UPDATED
DATE JUL - 1 1998
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

DEPARTMENT OF COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Chair (Appt'd from Instructional Positions)

Secretary II, SR 14, #21475

Instructional Positions (8.00)
FT:  #82333, 82710, 82820, 83389, 84129, 84517, 85249, 85256
PT:  #85188* (0.50)

*Temp Grad Asst Position

CHART UPDATED
DATE: JUL - 1 1998